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The international art scene goes to Copenhagen! 
 
Art Copenhagen is now Denmark’s international art fair with more than 57 galleries. 
During the weekend of 30 August - 1 September you will find selection from the Danish art 
scene - and this year several international galleries. 
 
Copenhagen is the art capital of Scandinavia, and the city’s lively art scene has international attention. This 
year Art Copenhagen will be a meeting point for galleries from the Danish art scene and a wide range of 
international exhibitors, from leading art cities as Los Angeles, Barcelona, Paris, London, Amsterdam and 
Berlin. 15 countries will be represented at Art Copenhagen 2013. 
 
57 galleries, spread over 2,500 square meters of stands, gives opportunity for exciting art experiences with 
some of the best from the Danish and International art world. 
The new international galleries include: Untitled Artprojects, Los Angeles - L'Inlassable Galerie, Paris - 
Debony Art Link, Singapore - Victor Lope Arte Contemporary, Barcelona and Rasche Ripken, Berlin. You can 
also meet well-known Danish galleries as Hans Alf Gallery, Galerie Wolfsen, MOHS exhibit and Galerie 
Moderne. 
 
This year's fair focuses on new art buyers, by presenting the new initiative ART START. ART START is an 
exhibition where all participating galleries can contribute with an original piece of art at a fixed price of 
EUR 1,000. 
 
Art Copenhagen will be held at FORUM Copenhagen, Julius Thomsens Plads 1, 1925 Frederiksberg C. 
Time: Friday 30 August, 16.00-20.00, Saturday 31 August 11.00-18.00, Sunday 1 September 11.00-17.00. 
 
Full exhibiting list at Art Copenhagen’s website: www.artcopenhagen.dk 
Follow Art Copenhagen on facebook.com/artchp and twitter.com/ArtCopenhagen 
 
Art Copenhagen is being held for the 17th time, having existed since 1997. Last year, 10,500 visitors 
attended Art Copenhagen, including art collectors, artists, galleries, museums, curators and other art 
enthusiasts. A fair committee is responsible for artistic management and selecting the participating 
galleries. 
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